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a) The news c) Talk show

b) Reality show d) Cartoon

I like watching documentaries because they 

are……………

a) bad c) boring

b) exciting d) harmful

İlyas:What are your favorite TV programs?

Şevval:…………………………………

Which of the following completes the conversation?

a) I don’t like horror films because they are 

frightening.

b) Reality shows and sports programs.

c) Suitable for 7 and over.

d) My favorite activity is watching TV.

1-

2-

3-

4-

5-

6-

a) Documentary c) Reality show

b) Quiz show d)  TV series

Demet doesn’t like watching cartoons because she 

thinks they are………….

a) interesting c) boring

b) amusing d) funny

Hello, I’m Furkan. I’m a student.I watch TV 

one or two hours at the weekends. I prefer quiz

shows to other programs because they are

informative. When I Show quiz shows, I learn new

things

Read the text and answer the question

Which of the following is NOT correct according to

the text?

a) Furkan watches TV everyday.

b) He prefers quiz shows

c) Quiz shows are informative

d) Furkan is a student. 
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Read the text and answer the questions 7 and 8

Who prefers quiz shows to other programs?

a) Semanur c) Asiye

b) Ayşe d) Şevval

Demet………………………………

a) doesn’t like watching TV.

b) prefers cartoons to the news.

c) prefers documentaries to cartoons.

d) likes listening to music.

Faruk…………………….

a) prefers cartoons

b) doesn’t prefer sit coms

c) prefers quiz shows

d) prefers TV series

Which of the following is NOT correct according

to the table?

a) Abdul prefers quiz shows.

b) Ali doesn’t prefer sit-coms.

c) Ahmet prefers cartoons.

d) Asiye doesn’t prefer TV series.

7-

8-

9-

10-

Hello! I’m Ayşe. I’m from Kelkit. I’m a 
student. I like my friends and my teachers. 
Demet, Şevval and Semanur are my best 
friends. Demet likes watching TV. She likes 
cartoons, documentaries and TV series. She 
doesn’t like the news. Şevval likes comedies  
and reality shows because she thinks they are 
funny. She doesn’t like sports programs. 
Semanur likes quiz shows. She doesn’t watch 
another program on TV.

TV 

Series

Sit-

com

Quiz 

show
Cartoon

The 

news

Abdul X √ √ X X

Ali X X √ X X

Ahmet √ √ √ √ X

Faruk X √ √ X X

Asiye √ X √ X X

Look at the table and answer the questions 9 

and 10.
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Answer Key

1- B

2- D

3- B

4- B

5- C

6- A

7- A

8- B

9- C

10- D
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